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NOTE: we are ignoring the questions of security and how
consensus is reached...it turns out that even if all that is
perfect, there are currently problems
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Principle of Substitutivity
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Forward simulation rules in Z, for example
∀ CState 0 • CInit ⇒ ∃ AState 0 • AInit ∧ R 0
∀ CState; AState • R ∧ pre AOp ⇒ pre COp
∀ AState; CState; CState 0 • R ∧ pre AOp ∧ COp ⇒
∃ AState 0 • AOp ∧ R 0
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I

Full Etherlite in PVS (Luu et al.)

I

Denotational rather than the operational semantics of
EtherLite

I

Try to formulate general properties of BCs from all this
experimentation and reproduction

Aim Three—Refinement/Theory Interpretations

Is the connection stated by the PVS guys useful and interesting for
me?
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It means there is a theorem-prover sitting there...which is
useful
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Some PVS....
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Greedy, Prodigal and Suicidal Contracts (Nikolić et al.,
Singapore, UK) using MAIAN
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m , {sender 7! id; value : N; data 7! . . .}
s , id 7! bal : N; code? 7! M; f ? 7! v

That is, a contract execution configuration consists
of an activation record stack A and a blockchain context s . An activation record stack A is a list of tuples
hM, id, pc, s, mi, where id and M are the address and the
code of the contract currently being executed, pc is a program counter pointing to the next instruction to be executed, s is a local operand stack, and m is the last message used to invoke the contract execution. Among other
fields, m stores the identity of the sender, the amount
value of the ether being transferred (represented as a natural number), as well as auxiliary fields (data) used to
provide additional arguments for a contract call, which
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A contract is prodigal if it can engage in a sequence of
messages which drives the configuration through a trace that
sends Ether to an arbitrary sender

I

pre-condition P true of initial configuration, side-condition R
true of each configuration, post-condition Q is true of final
configuration
1. the precondition
P(M, hr, `i, m)
R(hr, `i, m)

,
,

m[sender] 2
/ im(r) ^ m[value] = 0

2. the side condition

True
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` = call(m[sender], m0 ) ^ m0 [value] > 0
_ ` = delegatecall(m[sender])
formalise _suicidal
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` = suicide(m[sender])

Q(hr, `i, m)
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Analysed 970, 898 contracts (from whole BC up to 26th
December 2017)

I

Used Etherscan to get source for 9,825
Category
Prodigal
Suicidal
Greedy
Total

I

#Candidates
flagged
(distinct)
1504 (438)
1495 (403)
31,201 (1524)
34, 200 (2, 365)

Candidates
without
source
1487
1487
31,045
34, 019

#Validated
1253
1423
1083
3, 759

% of
true
positives
97
99
69
89

Table 1: Final results using invocation depth 3 at block

More
11,000
Ether number
trapped
or perhaps
lost
height than
BH. Column
1 reports
of flagged
contracts,
and the distinct among these. Column 2 shows the number of flagged which have no source code. Column 3 is
the subset we sampled for concrete validation. Column 4
reports true positive rates; the total here is the average TP
rate weighted by the number of validated contracts.
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Impose as little rigidity as possible
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Specialise, make more concrete, less abstract, if required, via
refinement...a provable and controlled progression
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We will have a way of defining “wrong”
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Also.....”We”???? —

I

Governance!

I

This will bite: (restart) and use Aletheia for recording cultural
artefacts (tāonga like whakapapa)

